
   Norms, Law & Crime 

     Norms:  rules & expectations by which 

       society guides the behavior of it’s 

       members. 
       
 
 
 
       

      Laws:  a norm that is formally created 

       through society’s political system. 
            

      



   LAWS 

     Civil law:  defines the legal rights and  

      relationships involving individuals and  

      businesses.   

 

 

-  civil law involves claims of harm or 

       loss that leads to a financial settlement 

 

     



   LAWS 

     Criminal  law:  defines everyone’s 

      responsibility to uphold public order 

 

  -  criminal law involves charges of      

            wrong-doing leading to arrest and 

            punishment. 

            



   CRIMES 

     Crime:  the violation of criminal law 

   enacted by federal, state, or local government 

           misdemeanor:   less serious crime 

            punishable by less than 1 year in prison  

  

            felony:  more serious crime punishable 

            by at least 1 year in prison 

 

     



   Serious Crime: Patterns & Trends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Even though serious crime rates are 

             mostly declining…. people still fear it, 

            and it is an important social problem  

          



   Crime statistics 

     Uniform Crime Reports ( UCR) 

       An FBI report that compiles data on 

serious crimes , reported crime,  from 

police departments across our nation. 

         

        What about unreported crimes ? 
         * perhaps only one-half of violent 

    crimes, and one-third of property 
            crimes are actually reported to 
             police. 

 
       



   CRIME CATEGORIES: 

   Street crime:  ( loosely defined)  crime 

committed by average people against other 

people or organizations, or against property, 

usually in public spaces. 

 

        

 



  

        Juvenile delinquency:  crime committed by  
     young people ( under the age of 18 or 21) 
 

 *  criminal cases are heard in juvenile court, and 

      sentencing applies to juvenile detention 

 

   

 *  punishment usually extends only until 

      legal adulthood  ( 18-21 years of age) 

    

     

            
 

      

 



      Hate crimes:   a crime category created 

         in the 1980’s 

      * a criminal offense motivated by a bias 

           against a person’s race / ethnicity, 

           religion, disability, sex /gender. 

 

      



   

     White-Collar crime:  illegal activities       

        conducted by people of high social 

        social position during the course of their 

        jobs or employment 
        
   * usually occurs in banks, financial institutions, 
       or larger corporations 
 
    
         

  



     Corporate crime:  illegal act committed 

     by a corporation or by persons acting on 

     it’s behalf…. a category of white-collar 

     crime 
        
 
           
  

  



      

      Organized crime:  a business that supplies 

       illegal goods & services 
       
 
     * RICO -  Rackateer Influenced and Corrupt 
                       Organization Act  ( 1970) 
 
 

         - This law allows police to seize any       

           property used in crimes involving  

           gambling, prostitution,  loan sharking  
           or illegal drugs 
      
  

  



    

    Victimless crime:  offenses that directly 

    harm only the person who commits them 
       

 
       
 
    
 
      
 
        
       
     



 SERIOUS VIOLENT MURDER           

   Mass Murder:  intentional & unlawful 

   killing of four or more people at one  

   time & place 

 

    

       
        

  

  



 Common to Mass Murderers           
 

         School shootings:   usually -  young men, 

     students or ex-students 

    

 

 

     Workplace shootings:   usually – male, 

     employees or ex-employees 

 
 

      

     Family home shootings:  usually  men, who 

      feel rejected 
             
 
        

  

  



     

      Mass Murder as a social problem           
 

       -  Almost all offenders are males 

 

       - Mass murder receives a lot of media 

          attention 

 

       

     -  Mass murderers have access to guns… 

        many own multiple weapons 

      
    

  
             
 
        

  

  



    SERIAL MURDER           

     Serial murder:  killing of several people 

     by one person, over a period of time  
 
    - Most serial killers are men,  
    - Most are mentally ill 
   - Some have an irresistible desire to control 
      other people 
            



  CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM           

    Criminal justice system:  society’s use 

     of due process involving police, courts, 

     and punishment to enforce the law 

 
      * Due Process  - the system must operate 
          within the bounds of the law 
 
         
               



  CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM           

    Arrest & Courts   

     -  About ½ of suspects arrested are 

        later released 

    -  The other half are formally charged 

         

    Plea bargaining:   a negotiation where the 
     state reduces charges or penalties in 
     exchange for a guilty plea –  
        
     



 PUNISHMENT:  Reasons to Punish           

  Retribution:  society restores moral balance by 

punishing offenders with a fitting punishment 

 

 

Deterrence:  using punishment to discourage 

   further crime 

      

 

  Rehabilitation:  reform the offender in a  

    more positive direction 

     
       



 PUNISHMENT:  Reasons to Punish           
  

   

 

 

       Societal protection:  using punishment to  

   protect society from crime & criminals 

           

 

    Recidivism :  later offenses by people 

      previously convicted of crimes… return 

     back to crime 

          

           

            

             
 
       



 Criminal Corrections           

    Prisons are expensive  

  

   Community-based corrections:  correctional 
       programs that operate in local communities 
       rather than prison or jail     
     
         Probation:  type of community-based 
          program… allows the offender to stay 
          in the community, under supervision 
    
        Shock probation:  mixture of prison &  
       probation…  sometimes the prison sentence 
       takes place in a military-style bootcamp 

  



  Community-based corrections 
        
    Parole:  after serving some time, inmates 
     are released to the community for the  
     remainder of their sentence 
 
     DOES COMMUNITY-BASED WORK ? 
 
    
     
        WHAT’S THE BEST SOLUTION ? 

  



v Conditions of Deviance 

    
�  Sociobiology / Biology 
 

¡ Genetic Predispositions 
¡  Defective genes / brain chemistry 

�  Psychology 
 

¡ Personality Disorders & Abnormality 
 
 

�  Sociology 
 

¡ Sociologists look for Answers Outside 
Individuals.  Social environment 

 

  Explanations for CRIME 



 FUNCTIONALISM 

�  According to Durkheim, crime is  

   functional because: 

   1. It affirms norms & values, and clarifies 

         the boundaries 

        

 Sociological Perspectives 



  Durkheim- ( continued) 

     

     2. Reacting to crime brings people together.. 

        helps create social unity 

       

 

 

      3.  Crime can encourage social change 

        

       



     CONFLICT THEORY 

       Marxist Class Conflict Theory: 

       -  The legal system protects the interests 

         of the wealthy & powerful 

     

     

 

 

     - People in the lower classes are subject 

       to more legal scrutiny 

       



     CONFLICT THEORY 

       Feminist Theory: 

     -  Gender inequality can force poor women 

         to look to crime as a way to increase their   

         opportunity to make a living 

     

 

 

      - Male power is evident in the operation 

         of the criminal justice system 

 

        

       



�  Differential Association Theory:   we learn 

    our behavior from those we associate with 
          
    
 
 
 
 
�    Labeling Theory:   the definition of  
      “rule  breaking” and  crime is whatever 
      behavior the group labels as such. It is 
      a matter of social construction 
 
    

    
     

 Symbolic Interactionism 



    POLITICS  OF CRIME 

    Conservative viewpoint: 

 
  * The most effective control mechanism 
     is a person’s “conscience” 
 
 
   * Strengthen family & family values… 
      religious & moral values.  Teach children 
     about morality. 
 
 
    * Families, churches, schools, and other 
       moral authorities need to do their jobs 

         

       



 
 

 

                    Liberal viewpoint 
 

 
 

 

        * Crime & violence are caused by a harmful 
        social environment 

     

 
  * Government needs to invest more in social 

      & economic policies 
 

  

 
   * Create more jobs & economic opportunities 

       in poor urban and rural areas 
 

     

 

   

          

       


